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MEASURING THE LOCAL IMPACT OF TOURISM: 
A RESPONSE TO THE VICTOR MIDDLETON
BRA/LGA PAPER1

By Elizabeth Craven MTS, Development Manager, South East England Tourist
Board

Measuring the impact of tourism at a local level is an important issue for
destination managers and has been a much-debated issue within tourism
circles for at least ten years. These debates have seen the emergence of a
number of reports – notably the 1998 DCMS guidelines and the 1996 BRA work
into local area models. To date, these reports have conducted in-depth reviews,
produced comparative summaries of the functions of each model and outlined
key areas for consideration, but have specifically not recommended one model
as being more reliable than the other.

This situation has changed with the publication of Victor Middleton’s recent
papers on this subject, which have advocated that the STEAM model provides
better and more reliable data. This paper represents a response to Victor
Middleton’s latest Insight’s article (Insights, Volume 14, July 02, A-1) and poses
the following questions:

1. Can it really be demonstrated that the STEAM approach is the most reliable,
or are there limitations and advantages to both approaches?

2. Is it desirable to recommend one approach over the other, or is competition
necessary for the models to evolve and develop?

3. How should this debate be moving forward vis-à-vis ‘Best Value’ and
creating the best policy climate for improving the measurement of tourism
at a local level?

STEAM vs Cambridge: an in-depth examination
Most published studies to date seeking to evaluate the two main models have
produced a comparison of the model’s respective outputs. Whilst this is obviously
necessary, it ultimately simplifies the model’s mechanics and conceals a number of
issues and practical constraints which need wider recognition.

This section, therefore, highlights a number of issues for further consideration.

a) The ‘top-down’ and ‘bottom-up’ myth
The ‘STEAM’ model has often been described as a ‘bottom-up model’ and the
Cambridge Model as being ‘top-down’ – which we consider too simplistic and
misleading. This interpretation assumes that the methods are diametrically opposed,
whereas, in reality, both use a range of locally and nationally-generated statistics. In this
respect, both models have top-down and bottom-up elements and, as both models
evolve, the data sources used are often not too dissimilar.

For example, many Cambridge Models use a range of local data above their basic
inputs – notably occupancy data and visitor survey results. These may be used,
depending on the quality and availability of local data, to either weight or replace data
produced by the standard model,  eg day visitor expenditure, the volume of trips to
different types of accommodation. Similarly, STEAM also uses national survey data (IPS,
UKTS and UKDVS) to calibrate or ‘benchmark’ volume estimates, estimate VFR levels,
and calculate tourist expenditure. As with the Cambridge Model, the level of use of the

1 This paper summarises a more detailed response paper which was prepared by the South East England Tourist Board in
consultation with, the English Regional Tourist Boards that operated the Cambridge Model in July 2002.



national survey data within the STEAM model reflects the availability of specific types
of local data.

The key difference, however, between both models is that in the majority of
applications the Cambridge Model disaggregates the regional breakdowns from
national survey data to produce the critical volume estimates, whereas STEAM primarily
uses locally-generated data – notably occupancy information.

b) The Cambridge Model can only be a low-cost basic model
What is often overlooked is that the Cambridge Model was always designed as a multi-
stage process, which could operate at different levels of sophistication according to the
budgets available. 

In its basic form, the model uses minimal local statistics to generate a view of the value,
volume and economic impact of visitor activity in the area. This has long been held as
one of the strengths of the Cambridge Model, as it is affordable to destinations with
modest tourism budgets, yet remains a quality product with the estimates deemed to
be robust, with the margins of error acceptable and in line with other modelling
techniques (R. Vaughan, Bournemouth University, 1994).

Additional survey stages also exist, where:

• Occupancy surveys generate information on local levels of occupancy to allow 
substitution of local rates into the model instead of using the proxy rates 
derived from the regional data.

• Visitor surveys provides profile of visitor structure and associated spend in the 
area to allow replacement of regional data in the first stage model.

• Business surveys generate local calibration of the economic stage of the model.

If all three survey stages are taken up, then the model is driven entirely by locally-
collected data, although in most instances local authorities do not have the resources
to take up the whole package. Whilst many do opt for the basic model version, it is
evident that many destination managers are becoming more interested in using locally-
generated data where it is available. Thus, a fair proportion of models make use of a
range of local data, and the process has been pivotal in securing political and industry
support for locally-organised data-collection programmes.

Thus, in this respect, many local authorities adopting the Cambridge Model do adopt
a ‘collaborate approach’ with local businesses, through the request of additional
performance and occupancy data. With this work, the Cambridge Model, like STEAM,
also ‘draws on, develops and communicates local knowledge and, potentially,
embraces local authorities and local businesses in a collaborative virtuous information
circle’ (Victor Middleton, 2002).

c) The relative geography of the models’ adoption
Since the Cambridge Model’s inception in 1995, the uptake of the model has continued
to grow, with many districts recommissioning it on a regular basis. However, it is worth
noting that STEAM has been extensively marketed, whilst the Cambridge Model,
through the participating English RTBs, has not. Those RTBs operating the Cambridge
Model typically view it as a service and not an area of commercial activity – which is
reflected within the pricing of the model. With the exception of London, STEAM has
been mainly applied in Scotland, Wales, and Northern England, with the Cambridge
Model having greater market share in Central and Southern England. 

Given that Victor Middleton states that STEAM relies on applying ratios and knowledge
from other local authorities – particularly where key local data is absent – this has
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implications for operating STEAM in parts of the country where there is no previous
history of adoption, and where the profile of tourism is completely different.

d) Examining and quantifying the actual cost of the models
Cost is an important consideration, but when debating the relative costs of the
Cambridge Model compared to STEAM, it is important to take on board the following
points:

• There is a need for an affordable, low-cost option

Whilst Victor Middleton highlights that the costs of running a year-on-year
economic impact model are comparable with the costs of running a public toilet,
most local authority tourism departments work with tight budgets. In its basic
form, the Cambridge Model does represent a cost-effective option – and this is an
important issue. In areas just beginning to develop an interest in tourism, and
where local authority tourist budgets are minimal or non-existent, the
commissioning of economic impact work can act as an important catalyst through:

- challenging myths that tourism does not have an important role to play in the 
local economy;

- encouraging wider officer and member support across the council for 
council-sponsored tourism activities;

- justifying, retaining, and growing local authority tourism budgets.

Particularly at the initial stages of tourism development/promotion, many local
authorities would not have the necessary funds to operate STEAM, which is
typically commissioned on a minimum three year contract, ie a fixed payment every
year.

• The amount of local authority tourism officer time to supply the 
necessary local data to operate STEAM

Within STEAM there is considerable onus placed upon local authority tourism
officers to set up, co-ordinate and obtain the necessary local data – occupancy rates
for different sectors, month-by-month attendance data for visitor attractions. This
is a time-consuming exercise, with an associate set of costs which are typically not
quantified, and the need for data to be collated in a timely and consistent matter
is critical to the process. Destinations without staff with a dedicated tourism remit
are unlikely to be able to accommodate such an additional workload within their
existing remit.

• Cost is not an indicator of the ‘accuracy’ of the model

Cost cannot be considered as an indicator of efficacy, as both Cambridge and
STEAM can only produce indicative estimates and not absolute values. Both models
have been evaluated by independent audits and found suitable for their purposes
within the stated limitations. Indeed, as Victor Middleton highlights, “neither
model claims accuracy in terms of absolute volume and value for its estimates and
it is not possible to cite a plus or minus ‘x’ % level of confidence for the estimates
produced by models of this type” (Victor Middleton, Measuring the Local Impact of
Tourism, April 2002, page 8). Affordability, therefore, is not necessarily achieved at
the expense of ‘accuracy’ within the modelling process.

e) Day visitor measurement
Within all economic models, calculating the day visitor volume represents the most
problematic area, due to the paucity of suitable data sources readily available. 
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• In an ideal world, this would be gauged by dedicated cordon-surveys, but due 
to the prohibitive costs of traffic censuses etc, this is rarely able to happen. 

• Both models use the United Kingdom Day Visitor Survey (UKDVS), along with 
a range of local data to produce day visitor estimates. 

• Most local data sources, such as TIC visits, traffic counts and car parking 
statistics, are highly problematic as it is difficult to differentiate between local 
and visitor use – and quantify total visitor volumes from these disparate 
sources. 

• The Cambridge Model has a standardised methodology which uses regional 
UKDVS data on visitor volume, along with a range of local inputs to address 
this difficult area but, like STEAM, it would benefit from an annual national day 
visitor survey (of a similar standard to the UKTS and the IPS).

f) The problems inherent in the use of locally-generated data for estimating
visitor volume

As Victor Middleton highlights within his recent work on measuring the local impact of
tourism, tourism volume is the key drive of all measurement as expenditure and
employment estimates are calculated from this basis.

“…the way volume is calculated is the most important single issue in measuring local tourism. The
key data is always the estimate of the numbers of staying and day visitors. The volume estimates
provide the outlines of the local measurement jigsaw puzzle. Volume is the real driver in all the
decision issues noted above – value and employment estimates are based on volume.”
(Measuring the Local Impact of Tourism, Victor Middleton, April 2002, page 13)

As a result, it is imperative that volume estimates are based upon robust data. Both the
UKTS and the IPS (which are the key drivers of volume information for staying visitors
within the Cambridge Model method) have published confidence limits at both a
regional and county level. However, if volume estimates are based solely upon local
data, there is a need to ensure that this data is sufficiently representative and based on
adequate sample sizes.

In the RTB experience, which is shared by many of our local authority partners, it is
always difficult to obtain a sufficient sample of detailed data from businesses, who have
many demands on their time, or may not wish to supply commercially-sensitive
information for a number of reasons. Small samples raise issues of representativeness,
robustness and bias. Indeed, the latter is particularly salient, given that it is often many
of the higher performing establishments which supply data. The key danger of this is
that:

• Tourism volumes can be substantially over-estimated through sole reliance on 
local occupancy data to calculate visitor numbers to commercial 
accommodation.

• Difficulties in ensuring that all establishments report on a consistent basis 
means that local surveys are likely to be subject to even greater swings in 
accuracy from year to year that national surveys.

• It is difficult to get a sufficiently large response which is representative for all 
accommodation sectors, as the accommodation base within many destinations 
is very diverse. For example, within a district, there might be:

- Rural B&Bs, town-based B&Bs, perhaps coastal B&Bs,

- Independent hotels – in rural, urban, coastal locations,

- Chain hotels – in rural, coastal, urban locations,

- Inns and public houses providing accommodation in rural, coastal and urban 
locations.



• Thus, for the serviced sector alone, there is substantial differentiation in terms
of quality, location and type of accommodation establishment – and to get 
reliable data which is representative of the occupancies of all these different 
types of establishments requires a large, consistent sample of establishments 
supplying data on a regular basis, eg every month.

Information on certain major areas of tourism activity, eg the visiting friends
and family (VFR) market, is normally only available from the national surveys.

In view of the above, there is a clear need for guidelines for tourism officers on best
practice regarding the use of local statistics in tourism economic impact studies – eg
minimum sample sizes for occupancy statistics etc, the need to ensure consistency of
response within the sample to ensure month-on-month variations are not more
indicative of establishments erratically reporting, the need for greater transparency
regarding sample size, etc.

g) The problems inherent in the production of undistorted indicative trend data
for districts

It is often cited that an advantage of the STEAM approach over the Cambridge
approach is STEAM’s ability to provide year-on-year trend data. Victor Middleton claims
that the Cambridge Model cannot provide reliable year-on-year trends because of the
‘small sample sizes of regional samples and the inevitable statistics variations’. However,
limitations on trend analysis resulting from sample size and statistical variations apply
to both approaches as:-

• In local businesses performance surveys, changes to the sample size and
composition (from survey fatigue/erratic response) will result in statistical
variations over time which may or may not reflect actual changes on the
ground. In contrast to national survey data, the margins of error on such data
are rarely available.

• The introduction of different measurement procedures, such as car park
ticketing, measurement of visits to the TIC, changes to the methodology of the
United Kingdom Occupancy Survey (which collects occupancy locally) will also
distort and disrupt local trend data.

• STEAM primarily uses UKTS and IPS to calculate expenditure levels, and as a
result will be subject to the same statistical variations which Victor Middleton
states render the Cambridge Model unsuitable for trend purposes.

• Both models (not just STEAM) can learn and improve over time, although such
methodological evolution distorts temporal trends.

In summary, the production of local trend data is a problematic process and there are
numerous factors which can add distortions (regardless of which model is used). Where
there have been methodological changes, adjustments to the local bedstock or better
data becoming available (eg UKTS 2000), these would have to be addressed through
retrospective modelling typically necessitating the revision of previous estimates.

h) Comparability between local authority areas

At present, it is possible to compare the Cambridge Model in its basic form within the
same data year. This is because the model uses a standard process and this will
provide indicative comparisons between different geographical areas. However, as
more local data is used, the geographical comparability of the model is reduced, as
different data sources and different methodologies for data collection are employed. 

For example, a model using locally-collected occupancy data cannot be directly
compared with one disaggregating county/regional breakdowns of national surveys.
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Similarly, the methodologies/margins of error on locally-generated data varies from
district to district. As a result, districts cannot compare themselves on the basis of
outputs from models primarily built upon locally-generated data. This is highlighted
within Victor Middleton’s BRA/LGA report:

“Given the discrepancies between local authorities in what they know of their accommodation
capacity and occupancy/utilisation … comparisons between different authorities using STEAM
are likely to be indicative only. Precision, for example, in terms of comparing specific tourism
income generation between local authorities will not be reliable.” (Victor Middleton, April 2002,
page 23, our italics.)

i) The robustness of the IPS and UKTS national tourism surveys

Both the International Passenger Survey (IPS) and the United Kingdom Tourism Survey
(UKTS) are dedicated tourism surveys, undertaken on a continual basis with large
sample sizes of 261,000 and 50,000 respectively. Estimates of trips, nights and spend
are published down to a county level on an annual basis, along with the associated
confidence intervals. 

In 2000, there was an unavoidable change to the UKTS survey methodology, which has
necessitated the readjustment of previous data years. However, it is widely regarded
that the new UKTS methodology represents a more dedicated and sophisticated
tourism survey, and a number of improvements have been brought about – namely the
faster dissemination of results. 

The methodologies work by asking respondents which places they have visited over the
course of their overseas trip (for the IPS) or for trips they have undertaken in the UK
over the past two months (UKTS). Regional and county volumes are calculated on the
basis of this national sample, and thus number of respondents per district calculations
are meaningless and invalid.

The inadequacies of the United Kingdom Day Visitor Survey (UKDVS) have been widely
documented. The methodology is inconsistent, the sample size too small and the survey
intervals periodic (the last was in 1998 and the next dataset will be available in 2003).
In this respect, the use of the UKDVS to challenge the efficacy of the other IPS and
UKTS surveys is extremely misleading. 

j) The need to dovetail local area estimates with published regional and county
totals

The 1998 DCMS guidance report recommended that local area estimates should be
compatible with published regional and national tourism statistics. This anchoring is of
pivotal importance, given that estimates for income generation and employment can
appear large to sceptical audiences. Fears that the outputs are over inflated can be
mitigated by demonstrating that the estimates are in line with the county and regional
breakdowns provided by the national surveys, and this can be pivotal in bringing
around the necessary changes of opinion.

However, as stated above, estimates based solely on occupancy and capacity
information have a propensity to over-estimate. This is because:

a) it is very difficult to track the times when seasonal/ad-hoc operators are open
for business;

b) performance data is easiest to extract from the more professional
operators/operators doing well. Extrapolating this data to other operators is
therefore problematic.

Where estimates become severely out of line with regional/county breakdowns
produced by the IPS/UKTS, this undermines the credibility of both the national surveys
and local area estimates.
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The way forward
Clearly, this ongoing debate highlights that there are a number of ways to improve
current methods of measuring tourism in local areas. Whilst some of these must be
taken forward by both models’ authors and with local authority consultation, there are
a number of areas where policy and legislative changes would significantly improve
local tourism economic impact estimates.

In this respect, the debate should not just be about scrutinising the current situation
regarding what each model offers, but highlighting areas where tourism agencies and
bodies need to lobby for change to improve key areas of policy.

These areas include:

1) The role that statutory registration would play in increasing the accuracy of
all tourism economic impact modelling work.

The inadequacies of centrally-held databases for tourism accommodation stock are
widely recognised, along with the problems of obtaining and maintaining accurate data
on tourism capacity – whether at a national, local or regional level. 

Both the Cambridge and STEAM models need accurate inputs of local accommodation
capacity to produce local area estimates, and collating this information is very time
intensive. Particular difficulties exist with respect to self-catering stock marketed
through national agencies where specific location details are not available, gauging the
size of the static caravan sector, and obtaining accurate and timely data for the seasonal
closures of guest accommodation (guesthouses, B&Bs etc). In some instances,
operators can be unwilling to disclose information to the local authority/tourist board
on the true capacity of their establishment for planning, business rate or other tax
reasons.

Such difficulties have been mitigated in Northern Ireland with the introduction of
compulsory registration, and this has inevitably simplified the process of calculating
accommodation stock totals for particular areas. However, whilst the issue of
compulsory registration continues to remain a contentious issue, the positive
contribution that statutory registration would bring to this area of tourism research
must be recognised and further highlighted.

2) The need for improved, regular and consistent measurement of day visitor
markets at a national and regional level.

As already highlighted, day visitor measurement at a local level is notoriously
problematic, and there is a need for better monitoring at national level. Through
generating £31.3 billion in expenditure and accounting for 1.3 billion tourism visits in
England in 1998, day visits represent a very significant market. 

At present, the survey intervals are periodic (the last was in 1998 and the next dataset
will be available in 2003), and methodological changes have meant that successive
surveys are not comparable with previous estimates. Whilst there have been many calls
in the past for enhanced funding to improve the way that day visitors are monitored,
with the advent of green tourism initiatives, it is more relevant than ever to set up a
dedicated, year-on-year tourism day visitor survey to monitor this high-volume market.
Currently, the DCMS are reviewing this issue, and given the benefits that an enhanced
survey would bring to tourism economic impact modelling work, there is a clear
rationale for greater lobbying on this front.

3) Enhanced funding for other national tourism surveys to enable the
publication of local area breakdowns.
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As discussed, the United Kingdom Tourism Survey has been substantially improved
since the introduction of methodological and operational changes by the national
tourist boards in 2000. The current sample size, however, prohibits the production of
detailed county results or value and volume breakdowns at a district level – although
this would be technically and methodologically possible if the survey’s sample size was
substantially increased. 

New Cambridge Model developments
The more timely availability of national survey data, along with the advent of best value,
has provided a further impetus for Geoff Broom Associates and the English RTB’s
operating the model to review the Cambridge Model. A number of new improvements
are currently being authored and will be available in April 2003. These include:

• Production of an ‘index’ for tourism value and volume specifically designed for Best
Value which can be benchmarked against comparable destinations through the use
of a centralised database. 

• Year-on-year trend analysis with retrospective modelling to take into account
methodological changes to the UKTS in 2000 etc. This will be driven by a
combination of national and local datasets and will enable local authorities to
compare the information year-on-year.

• Introduction of quarterly reporting, through the introduction of provisional results
which are followed by final results as national data is published.

• The option to run the model year-on-year should local authorities wish to buy in on
an annual basis.

• An optional menu of standardised and bespoke add-ons using data from local
businesses and data from market research.

Conclusions

• There is a need for two models – it may well be desirable to have two models
which approach the issue of local tourism measurement from two slightly
different angles, as the resulting competitive tension will ensure future
development and competitive pricing.

• There is a variety of views as to whether the STEAM approach is any better than
the Cambridge Model. Indeed, it could be argued that such reliance on local
occupancy survey data to produce the fundamental volume estimates is a blunt
tool, in view of the practical problems involved in obtaining and maintaining a
representative sample which is sufficiently large to reflect performance
differences inherent in districts with a sectorally and geographically diverse
tourism accommodation product. 

• The STEAM approach places substantial demands on local authority officer time
on an ongoing basis.

• Through being based on national survey data (with published confidence
limits), the Cambridge Model is able to provide anchored estimates providing
further credibility for the outputs – which often appear large to sceptical
audiences.

• Not only does the Cambridge Model provide a comprehensive and detailed
analysis of all a district’s tourism markets, it also represents an entry-level
product for local authorities with minimal budgets.

• Like STEAM, the Cambridge Model has also evolved since its development,
with innovations including three-year-rolling average templates and occupancy
weighted templates. Further new developments are planned for 2003.
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• With both models being subject to difficulties regarding geographical
comparisons and producing trend data that is not distorted by statistical
variation in input survey data, neither model can completely fulfil Best Value
requirements at this moment in time.

• It is recognised from the perspective of both models that there is a need for
further improvements in the collection of tourism statistics at a national level.
Recent improvements to the UKTS, which has produced a more robust survey,
are welcomed and the IPS is a long-standing and respected survey. However,
the United Kingdom Leisure Day Visits Survey remains an area for further
investigation and there is a need to allocate additional budgets to ensure
adequate monitoring of this sector.

This debate is welcomed by the English RTBs operating the Cambridge Model, as it
provides the stimulus for undertaking a thorough review of calculating local area
statistics and the range of inputs required to ensure that the best possible estimates are
made available to destination managers. However, there is a need to ensure that the
debate remains constructive and the impact of wider issues such as day visitor
measurement and the research implications of non-statutory registration are
recognised. 

This article is based on Measuring the Local Impact of Tourism: A Response to the 2002
British Resorts Association and Local Government Association Paper, which can be
viewed at www.tourismfacts.com/reports.
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